While explaining why this rumor arose, its subject claimed that "God put me in his way and I tried to do the right
thing" and shared a story about helping a "minority scholarship guy" who was covered in vomit. According to the
accused perpetrator of this incident, it arose from a misunderstanding after he found a man "sweating profusely" in a
seventh floor bathroom at Claremont McKenna College. This incident is commonly claimed to have occurred in the
dining room of an Arby's in Fresno. For 10 points, identify this alleged incident of inappropriate defecation by a
right-wing personality who was banned from Twitter in 2015.
ANSWER: Chuck C. Johnson shitting on the floor [prompt on partial answer]
This man was called "outrageous and perverse" by Abraham Foxman, leading to Mark Lepselter saying that he "was
a guest of Shimon Peres in Israel five years ago." This man was in hiding from his pregnant wife Ginny Cha when
he holed up with his now-wife Traci Lynn Johnson in his attorney's home. He drew scorn for describing his
residence in his Jewish lawyer's attic as a "reverse Anne Frank situation." For 10 points, name this former New York
Giants running back, the identical twin brother of a Tampa Bay cornerback.
ANSWER: Tiki Barber
In some circumstances, the Harpegnathos soltator species engages in a dueling behavior until only twelve of these
things are left. Thibaud Monnin is an expert on these things, which exist in species such as Dinopera quadriceps and
are most commonly found in poneromorphs. A 2002 paper found that the number of these things does not affect
colony fission, but does cause a reduction in colony size and a decreased likelihood of finding wings. These things
were originally found in Opthalmopone berthoudi, and are known by a term coined in 1983 by William Brown from
the Greek for "married workers." These things are female worker ants that can become reproductively viable and are
found in colonies without queens. For 10 points, name these ants whose Wikipedia article disambiguates them from
a "video game controversy."
ANSWER: gamergates
The fifth and final page of the thread which began this controversy starts with a banned user announcing "shut the
fucck up, punk" and claiming that he would not accept "personal attacks" from a "dumb, slow pos, fucckhead." A
participant in this controversy announced that "you my bright friend are el wrongo." This controversy was kicked
off by steviekm3, who interrupted all pro's recommendation to "go 4 times" by pointing out a fact that cause
TheJosh to say that it's impossible to "go 3.5 times." One side of this controversy was accused of "double counting
Sunday," and it ended with a man insisting that "every other day" works out to 4. For 10 points, name this event
from the bodybuilding.com forums in 2008 in which several weightlifting enthusiasts tried to determine how long a
common calendar unit is.
ANSWER: bodybuilders arguing over how many days are in a week
Attempts to determine the meaning of this construct are the most disproportionately Googled statistics topic in
Wisconsin. This construct is useful for assigning quantities to subjectivist models of learning about Imgur or Black
Twitter. According to Tumblr, this construct can be applied whenever the Javier-Blokes equations are valid, and can
predict the likelihood of "sum1 catchin u slippin." A cult which is based on the universal applicability of this
construct reads Harry Potter and the Methods of Parents Not Being Home. For 10 points, name this statistical
approach used to calculate the conditional probability of using a teenage slang term for your significant other.
ANSWER: Bae's Theorem [do not accept "Bayes's Theorem"]
This man enjoys playing a board game in which a ten-sided die is used to assign control of hexagonal territories,
called Galactic Expansion. This man was pursued through Murra on a speeder bike while running a parts shop
during his separation from his parents Norra and Brentin. During his conflict with the gang leader Surat Nuat, this
man modified a B1 droid called Mister Bones. This man was a leading reconnaissance pilot for Blue Squadron, in
which role he provided crucial intelligence on Starkiller Base. This former participant in a revolt on Akiva is played
by Gren Grunberg in a 2015 movie. For 10 points, name this X-wing pilot who looks like Jerry Vinokurov.
ANSWER: Snap Wexley [or Temmin Wexley; prompt on Jerry Vinokurov until it is read]

The American Spectator claims that comments made to Drew Griffin in 2009 confirm that this action took place.
Carmine Sabla wrote an article for Infowars claiming that this phenomenon really happened, which was later cited
as evidence by the person originally defended in the article. In a December 2015 tweet, Arthur Chu claimed to have
witnessed this activity on 4chan, despite 4chan being founded in 2003. Footage of Palestinians performing this
action in East Jerusalem was aired by CNN and Fox News shortly after it took place. For 10 points, name this
activity which Donald Trump claims Muslims in Patterson, New Jersey did in 2001.
ANSWER: celebrating 9/11
In 1985, John Milner controversially engaged in this activity several times during a trial in Pittsburgh for cocaine
distribution. A popular reference website's list of several hundred instructions for how to properly perform this
activity is sourced from a book on "forgotten heroes" by Tony Salin and the Sporting News, and uses a surprisingly
similar format to the HSAPQ Style Guide. People who commonly performed this activity before games included
Bob Casey and Bob Sheppard. This action is repeatedly misunderstood by a comedian, resulting in confusion over
the identities of Tomorrow, Because, and I Don't Give a Darn. For 10 points, identify this activity in which the
human vocal cords are manipulated to produce the sounds in "Chet Lemon," "Danny Espinosa," and "Lou Gehrig."
ANSWER: saying the names of baseball players
This business's collapse was described in a memoir by Marc Zirogiannis, following its prosecution for financial
crimes targeted at co-founder Helmer Toro. This business's Midtown East location, which was franchised to an
unrelated owner, is its only surviving store, though a fictional branch of this business had a phone number given to
two men at an off-track betting parlor after an attempt to get in touch with Denim Vest. A steam valve is sabotaged
at this business,where a man is eventually fired for losing his chewing gum shortly after returning to work from a
twelve-year strike and demanding the "right to celebrate new holidays." For 10 points, name this formerly iconic
Manhattan bagel shop, where Kramer works a double shift on the evening of Festivus.
ANSWER: H&H Bagels
News reports claim that this action came precariously close to happening in real life in 2012 when fans of Lil Jojo
surged forward. On The IT Crowd, the character Douglas performs this action upon his father Mr. Reynholm before
slap-fighting a priest. During a brawl over who was responsible for letting Gage run into the road, this action
happens inside a church in Pet Semetary. This action happens offscreen and is the subject of the line "Just put it back
in, it's not like it matters if she breaks something" in the middle of Clerks, leading to the main characters making a
quick escape by car. For 10 points, identify this comedic staple in which characters brawling at a funeral cause the
dead body to become dislodged.
ANSWER: knocking over a coffin during a fight
In September 2015, Donald Trump answered "yes" to this question when it was posed on Twitter by High Sock
Sunday. An October 2015 SBNation headline promised to answer this question, with the article consisting simply of
an animated GIF of Kenneth Acker intercepting a ball thrown ten yards away from any receiver. A man wearing
sunglasses and a purple bandana held up a sign with this question written on it behind Chris Matthews at an August
2015 Republican debate, and was later revealed to be PFTCommenter. Answers to this question on Yahoo Answers
include "we'll see in 20 hours," "getting there takes time" and "Cam Cameron is holding him back." For 10 points,
identify this question asked about a Baltimore Ravens quarterback.
ANSWER: Is Joe Flacco elite?
At the end of this play, a character promises to use a tachyon stream to "make the lie true." A character in this play
was a champion at archery in her twenty-third century childhood and still owns a trophy naming her as Diana With a
Bow. Another character in this play says he "hears the click" whenever he sets the target date on his chronosphere.
An elderly character in this play remembers an incident that takes place in the future in which a child tries to
unbutton his pants in Morocco, after which he decided that "humanity has cancer," possibly from the side effects of
time travel. That character repeatedly complains about the second law of thermodynamics causing "mendacity" and
is known as Big Daddy. This play is about the chrononauts from the Pollitt family, and was introduced on a WTVR
broadcast on December 19 which also featured Cheryl Miller stating that a player enjoys "feeling up fish." For 10
points, name this nonexistent play which a dude on Battle of the Brains last week thought was the title of Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof.
ANSWER: A Time Cart in Tennessee

This character's portrayer won the part when the casting director/'s dog approached her outside a Hilton Garden Inn,
and claimed she looked the part because she always goes to auditions in hair rollers. This character is played by
longtime Chicago radio DJ La Donna Tittle, and is mocked with the line "like that's gon do something against them
guns." This character is revealed in Chapter 13 to be Randolph's wife, and is told by him "I hope a pigeon fly by
here and shit on yo face." She first appears in Chapter 7, after she shows up with a spatula in her hand to confront
Sylvester and Twan upon hearing gunshots. For 10 points, identify this sonorously named character from Trapped in
the Closet who is known as a local busybody.
ANSWER: Rosie the Nosy Neighbor
Examples of these things in the VHSL Handbook include 28A-1-2, which requires a birth certificate to establish
eligibility, and 28A-2-1, which limits participation to "bona fide students in good standing." The existence of these
things was falsely denied by an unnamed glasses-wearing, gray-haired character played by Jay Brazeau, after
prompting from Bill Cobbs as coach Arthur Chaney. More prominent examples of these things include the
definitions of dribbling and shooting, which require the use of hands. For 10 points, name these bylaws which
definitely exist throughout the NBA and lower levels, and would prevent Air Bud from participating.
ANSWER: rules against a dog playing basketball

